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<metn'r: name=‘pro?t">
<ir|put metricName="revenue" />
<input metricName=“oost" I>

A model that contains a dynamic

expression represented in SQL syntax

<expression>revenue - eost<lexpression>

<lmetric>

130

\
Name of variable1: "revenue"
Name of variableZ: "cost"

Model Parser

150

E>

\
WITH temp1 (revenue, 00st) AS (
SELECT revenue AS revenue,
costAS 00st

Model RuntrmB
_

revenue - 100

cost = 80

{}

140

/

that Dynamically Evaluates
the SQL Expression

SELECT (revenue - cost)AS pro?t FROM tempt;

.

Expression result namet "pro?t"

Method for Creating a SQL Query

FROM temptable

G 160

SQL expression: ‘revenue - cost"

(in any given programming language
that supports embedded SQL execution)

170
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cost ) AS(
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revenue,
0
cost

L80
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EVALUATING DYNAMIC EXPRESSIONS IN
A MODELING APPLICATION

proprietary language may not be certain that such a capa
bility Will exist on a given platform on Which the model may
be run and may be less skilled in regard to programming in
a standard language and/or the syntax and format required to

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

embed standard language queries in an application otherWise
Written in a proprietary language.

1. Field of the Invention

Use of proprietary languages to quantitatively represent
potentially complex device or system properties and/or
behaviors With accuracy using a substantially unique syntax

The present invention generally relates to computer mod
eling and, more particularly, to the evaluation of expressions
usually included in a computer model of a device or complex
system including but not limited to business process models.

Will often involve very steep learning curves and is subject

2. Description of the Prior Art
It has long been recogniZed that computers and data
processors are particularly applicable to and unexcelled at

to syntactical errors Which may be dif?cult to detect. These

dif?culties for the developer of the model often lead to the
Writing of a special purpose evaluation engine Which parses
the expression string, substitutes values for variables per

repetitively performing a sequence of operations of arbitrary
length and complexity. For that reason, simulation of physi
cal systems to, in effect, alloW observation of the perfor

forms a computation, returns a result and the like. Such

mance of such systems under different sets of conditions has

been a principal application of computers since the devel
opment of the earliest practical digital data processors.

Computer simulation techniques have steadily increased in
complexity and sophistication since that time to the point
that modeling can presently be applied to highly complex

20

programming languages While it may be highly desirable,
particularly for business process modeling (BPM) to execute

business methods. For an enterprise to be competitive, the
ability to perform predictive analysis on a large amount of

data is very important to, for example, analyZe a trend,

the model or portions thereof at different nodes of a distrib
uted netWork or system including many different and not
25

determine thresholds and decision points and discover neW
opportunities. Such applications are currently referred to as

30

business modeling applications increasing at a rate of more
than 7% per year. Possibly as a result of such growth and
levels of interest, numerous languages and programming
methods have been developed to support and facilitate

representing dynamic expressions in models. Among these

35

languages and programming methods are Macromedia

ColdFusionTM W3C XPathTM, EXSLTTM, Apache JEXLTM

Modeling applications or, simply, models, to perform the
40

presented in or converted to an intermediate standardiZed

simulation. Such expressions are usually in the form of a
45

In accordance With one aspect of the invention, a method

sions are developed by the programmer in the course of

developing a given simulation/modeling application (some

and a program recorded on a computer readable medium are

provided to perform steps of representing an expression and
50

de?nitions of variables associated With the expression in a

syntax compatible With a standard language, parsing the
modeling application to extract the expression and de?nition
of variables, placing the expression and de?nitions of vari

on any machine on Which the tool or language is run.

Therefore, the language or tool must, itself, support the
representation and evaluation of expressions in accordance

form for evaluation Which is supported by virtually all
programming languages and Which provides a rich math

ematical computation capability.

are determined at runtime of the simulation. These expres

times referred to simply as “model”) and thus may be
entirely unique to each application. As a practical matter, a
developer of a modeling language or modeling tool must be
certain that the language or tool is complete and operable
independent of any other resources Which may be available

proprietary language.
In order to accomplish these and other objects of the
invention, the invention provides for the expression to be

expressions Which may be dynamically evaluated during the

string (e.g. “sqrt (b+c)”) and contain variables Whose values

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide
a method and apparatus to support dynamic expression
evaluation Which is predictably rapid and ef?cient and Which
can be implemented With the use of any language found to
be advantageous or suitable for modeling.
It is another object of the invention to provide a method
and apparatus alloWing a simple and straightforward repre
sentation of an expression to be dynamically evaluated
Which avoids a need for any particular skill in embedding
instructions or statements in a standard programming lan
guage Within a modeling application or model Written in a

and JavaCCTM, all of Which are proprietary.
function of simulation of a device or system and alloW
observation of the simulated device or system under differ
ing conditions Will, almost invariably, include one or more

necessarily compatible platforms and languages.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

business process modeling (BPM) and the capability of
modeling complex business processes accurately is becom
ing an indispensable management tool With the number of

evaluation engines are not predictable in regard to time
required for execution of the evaluation (e.g. there is no
guarantee that the amount of time required for execution Will
be acceptable; referred to as being “not scalable”) and Which
require impractical amounts of effort to port to different

55

ables into a pattern to represent the expression in an inter
mediate form corresponding to an embedded standard lan

With its oWn rules and syntax. Accordingly, if one of the

guage query for the arbitrary language, placing data into the
embedded standard language query, and evaluating the

above proprietary languages is used for the modeling appli

expression containing the data.

cation, the developer must use vendor-speci?c syntax to
represent the desired expression in the model While the
proprietary language may be someWhat limited in compu
tational features. Conversely, While it is knoWn that many

60

cessor running a model in an arbitrary language to determine

platforms include database managements systems (DBMS)

quantitative values of variables included in an expression
contained in the model, an arrangement (preferably a parser

Which, in turn, include the capability of responding to
queries and performing mathematical calculations in a stan

In accordance With another aspect of the invention, appa
ratus for evaluating an expression during modeling of a
system or operation including, in combination, a data pro

65

in some circumstances Which Will be evident to those skilled

dardiZed language such as Standard Query Language (SQL),

in the art) for detecting the representation of the expression

a programmer or developer Who may be highly skilled in a

Which is in a form compatible With a standard language

US 7,340,475 B2
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query and extracting at least the expression and variables
contained in the expression, an arrangement for placing the
expression and variables contained in the expression into an

ated. BetWeen these tWo extremes, other models may be
based on existing models but may require revieW and
possible revision of some internal methodology and expres
sions to be dynamically evaluated to customiZe an existing
model to accurately re?ect the business, device or method

intermediate form corresponding to an embedded standard

language query in the arbitrary language, an arrangement for
substituting said quantitative values for variables in the
intermediate form representation of the expression to

being modeled. Such revieW for possible customiZation
should probably be performed even if the model is already
developed in detail.
In any of these circumstances, the practice of the inven
tion in accordance With its basic principles begins With
provision of any expression to be dynamically evaluated in

develop a standard language query, and a standard language

evaluation engine for evaluating the standard language
query.

a form Where the expression is represented in a standard

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

language syntax such as Standard query language (SQL)
syntax such as is depicted at 110. The form of such a syntax
should alloW detection by a parser or other arrangement such
as a digital ?lter or the like to identify the presence of an

The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advantages
Will be better understood from the folloWing detailed
description of a preferred embodiment of the invention With
reference to the draWings, in Which:
FIG. 1 is a diagram useful in facilitating an understanding
of the basic principles of the invention,
FIG. 2 illustrates an SQL Query template in accordance
With a preferred embodiment of the invention, and
FIG. 3 illustrates the SQL query creation method of FIG.

20

1 by giving an example Where the SQL query is generated
as embedded strings in Java code, using the prede?ned SQL
query pattern of FIG. 2.

straightforward manner avoids a need to learn or use details
25

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

Referring noW to the draWings, and more particularly to
FIG. 1, there is shoWn a diagram useful for conveying an

expression to be dynamically evaluated in order to invoke
the operation of the invention. This syntax preferably has a
simple form Which supports a straightforward conversion of
an expression from any arbitrary language or facilitates the
development of a representation of an expression by de?n
ing the expression at a very fundamental and elementary
level. By the same token, the representation of an expression
and the de?nitions of its variables in such a simple and

30

understanding of the basic principles of the invention. FIG.

of a proprietary language to represent an expression to be
dynamically evaluated. In the case illustrated, the syntax
de?nes the name of the metric to be determined (e.g.
“pro?t”), the names of the metrics Which are to be input for

the evaluation of the expression (e.g. “revenue” and “cost”)
and the expression itself (e. g. “revenue-cost”) Which is to be
evaluated in terms of its constituent inputs. This syntax
supports a one-to-one correspondence betWeen lines of code

1 is intended to represent a portion of the execution of a

portion 110 and an SQL query based on a standardized

simulation or modeling application (hereinafter sometimes
simply “model”) Written in an arbitrary computer executable
language; during Which an arbitrary expression contained in

template in accordance With the invention Which contains all
necessary format and syntax necessary for embedding the
expression and instructions suf?cient for its evaluation in a
standard language Within a model Written in an arbitrary

the model or modeling application is to be evaluated. This
portion of the model in Which an expression is dynamically
evaluated in indicated at 110. The portions of the model

(e.g. proprietary) language.
When the model is run, the modeling program or model
is parsed, as illustrated at 120, and syntax similar to that

preceding and possibly folloWing this dynamic expression
evaluation portion of the model are Written in any conve
nient language to provide a simulation of the operation of a
business (or any other device or methodology) under dif

40

speci?c bit patterns or other techniques familiar to those
skilled in the art) as an expression to be dynamically

ferent sets of quanti?able circumstances (e.g. interest rates,
changes in costs of raW materials and/or labor, changes in

customer base demographics and the like) and develop
particular values for variables included in this (or later)
expression Which is to be dynamically evaluated.
The distinction betWeen a softWare model and the lan
guage in Which it is Written must be borne in mind during the
folloWing discussion of the invention. At the same time, it

illustrated at 110 is recognized (eg by digital ?ltering for
evaluated (sometimes referred to hereinafter as a model

45

expression) to invoke operation of the invention. In response
to that recognition, indicating the presence of an expression
to be dynamically evaluated, and parsing of the lines of code
comprising the variable de?nitions and expression, the
information is used to de?ne the names of the variables

represented (e.g. Variablel, Variable2, etc.), the expression
50

must be understood that it is immaterial Whether an expres
sion to be dynamically evaluated re?ects a characteristic of
a business process or its management or is, itself, a (poten

to be evaluated (e.g. revenue-cost) and the name of the
result of the evaluation (e.g. pro?t), as illustrated at 130. The
information in this form is then used to produce a query in

standard form, preferably SQL, Which Will dynamically
evaluate the expression, as illustrated at 140. This function

tially distinctive) characteristic of the business process or its
management. That is, different businesses can experience or

is preferably performed by simply placing the information in

exhibit differences in ef?ciency, pro?tability and the like

the form shoWn at 130 into a query template or pattern

based on a (possibly subtle) difference in a criterion for
operation or management in the same manner that such

appropriate to an embedded standard language query in
accordance With the language used for the remainder of the
model, as Will be discussed in greater detail beloW, yielding

differences may be grounded in other parameters such as

a query in a standard form as shoWn at 150.

cost of raW materials, resources allocated to research and

development and the like.
In general, the invention is most readily applied during the

60

As illustrated at 160, When the model is run, quantitative
values Will be derived for the input metrics identi?ed at 110

development of a model as the computer executable code is

(and possibly others Which appear in other expressions to be

being Written in an arbitrary but convenient language for
development of a modeling application or model. In other

dynamically evaluated Which are also contained in the
model. These values are substituted into the standard lan

cases, the model for a particular business or other device or

method may have been previously developed in all pertinent
detail including the expressions to be dynamically evalu

65

guage (e.g. SQL) query 150 to yield a representation of the
expression to be evaluated as a standard language query as

illustrated at 170 Which is effectively embedded in the model

US 7,340,475 B2
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regardless of the programming language used for the

calculation capability arising from a proprietary language

sion in the high-level language and that the variable, param
eters, output and the like remain intact and compatible With
the high level language used in the remainder of the model
and its processing.
The folloWing line Will be another syntactical mark “);”
and the last line Will be “SELECT $ModelExpression$ AS
output FROM templ ;” Where “ModelExpression” is derived
from the expression in an arbitrary language in the model
being executed. This group of ?nal lines of the SQL Query
template is indicated by reference numeral 220.

and any need for developing a custom engine for dynamic
evaluation of an expression.
In essence, the invention exploits the fact that most data

Referring noW to FIG. 3 the Work?oW in accordance With
the invention Will be discussed in connection With an
example of a model Written in JavaTM. The process of

processing platforms Will include softWare and/or hardWare

preparation for expression evaluation in accordance With the
invention has three basic steps: preparation of the represen
tation of the expression 310, application of a template or
pattern 320 and derivation of a standard language (e. g. SQL)

remainder of the model and Which can be evaluated by a

standard evaluation engine corresponding to the standard
language of the embedded query, preferably SQL, as shoWn
at 180 to yield result 190. Since the invention employs an

existing engine Which has extensive mathematical compu
tation capacity, the time and processing required for evalu
ation of an expression is predictable and scalable and can be
ported betWeen platforms and avoids any limitation on

or a combination thereof Which Will support use of a

standard language for representing an arbitrary expression
and to support the evaluation of the expression in that

standard language. Further, the invention exploits the fact

query embedded or as if embedded in the model in a

that the number of variables and values in a given expression
Will almost invariably be the same regardless of the lan
guage used to represent that expression. Therefore the

proprietary language 330 Which can then have quantitative
20

ably by execution of SQL statements.

translation or conversion of an expression in any language to
a corresponding expression in a standard language can be

The ?rst step of preparation of the query, preferably as
statements in SQL compatible syntax, is output from the
model parser or other detecting and extracting arrangement,

quite straightforWard and implemented much in the nature of
applying a template to the original expression as Will be
discussed in greater detail beloW.
While it is deemed preferable and Will generally be
convenient to implement a model expression in a syntax
consistent With a standard language While developing the
model, it Will also be appreciated by those skilled in the art
that a parser can be arranged to recogniZe any particular
syntax Which may be used to represent an expression to be

values substituted therein and be evaluated in accordance
With a standard evaluation technique and resources, prefer

25

as illustrated at 310. It Will be recogniZed that this step is the

30

same as step 130 described above in connection With FIG.
1 and results in a de?nition of all needed variables, the
expression itself and the name or other identi?cation of the
result.
The second step 320 of preparation of the query is to

insert the information extracted from the representation of
the expression 110 and output by the parser or other arrange

dynamically evaluated in any language and the invention
invoked in response thereto folloWing the methodology of

ment as inputs for creating the standard language (e.g. SQL)

FIG. 1. The invention in accordance With its basic principles
could be applied, for example, to a model already fully

predetermined pattern having all the syntax and form

developed having expressions represented in proprietary

query by application of that information to a template or
35

languages as discussed above so long as the parser is

arranged to recogniZe the syntax indicative of the existence
of an expression to be dynamically evaluated and to extract
the information represented at 110 of FIG. 1. In essence, for

each expression to be dynamically evaluated in the model,

40

requirements for an embedded standard language query in
the JavaTM language. This results in an output of SQL JavaTM
strings 150' corresponding to step 150 discussed above in
connection With FIG. 1 but in a form fully compatible With
the required form of an embedded SQL query in the JavaTM

language
The third step 330 of deriving the standard language

an SQL (or other standard language) query can be formed in
accordance With a template containing portions of code lines

query includes the substitution or insertion of run time

Which are applicable to any query and Which can be com

values for the respective variables in the intermediate form

pleted by simply parsing the dynamic expression in any
language and transferring the variables, expression and

of the expression 150' and outputting of the completed SQL
45

metric name to the template While the values of the variables
are provided in the query at 160.
Referring noW to FIG. 2, the template of a standard SQL

Query pattern Will be discussed in detail. The ?rst line is
simply a listing of the variables in the model (and derived
from the expression to be evaluated therein) as the argument
of the command “WITH templ (argument) AS. In this case,
“templ” speci?es the location of the data for the respective
variables and the evaluation result. The second line is the
syntactical mark “(”. The third line begins With the com
mand “SELECT” and the remainder of the third line and
folloWing lines are “variablel AS variablel”, “variable2 AS

JavaTM strings as an embedded SQL query (eg a complete
SQL query implemented as embedded strings in JavaTM code

using the prede?ned query pattern or template correspond
ing to the JavaTM language.
Again, use of a template or pattern facilitates the process
50

of developing an SQL query since the template or pattern

contains all the form and syntax required by the language
used for the remainder of the model. In representing an
expression to be dynamically evaluated, no more is required
of the programmer than to de?ne the metrics appropriate to
55

the expression, Writing the expression in standard language
(e.g. SQL) format and syntax and naming the result. The
processing required to complete the embedded SQL query is

variable2”, . . . “variables AS variableN”, respectively, With

limited to substitution in tWo stage: ?rst to substitute vari

the ?rst occurrence of “variablel”, “variable2”, etc. in

able de?nitions for dummy variables in the template and

respective lines being the data developed earlier during
execution of the model and the second occurrence of each

then to substitute run time values for the variable de?nitions.
60

“variablel”, “variable2”, etc. being derived from the expres
sion in the model. These lines simply place the dynamically
derived data for each variable into the expression to be
evaluated. The number of lines Will thus correspond to the
number of variables. The group of lines thus far described is
indicated by reference numeral 210. It should be noted that

this group of lines is formed simply by parsing the expres

Therefore, the invention alloWs the steep learning curves for
forming expressions in custom or proprietary languages as
Well as errors of form and syntax in the standard language
to be avoided.
In vieW of the foregoing, it is seen that the invention

65

provides a technique for dynamic expression evaluation
Which is predictably rapid and e?icient and Which can be
implemented With the use of any language found to be

US 7,340,475 B2
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advantageous or suitable for modeling. The invention allows
use of standard technologies for expression representation
and evaluation and an extremely simple mechanism for

9. Apparatus for evaluating an expression during model
ing of a system or operation including, in combination,
a data processor running a model in a language for

rapid and ef?cient dynamic evaluation of expression found
in modeling tools. The preferred standard query language
(SQL) is the ANSI (American National Standards Institute)
standard for query representation and most programming
languages support embedded SQL execution. Moreover

development of a modeling application to determine
quantitative values of variables included in an expres

sion contained in said model, Wherein said expression
comprises a plurality of statements, Wherein one of said
statements contains said expression, another of said

SQL standards and math functions are supported by most
database management system (DBMS) vendors and are very

statements contains a name of a result of said expres

sion, and remaining statements de?ne variables con

rich in computational capabilities; satisfying most expres
sion representation requirements, and Widely understood

tained in said expression,
means for detecting a representation of a said expression
Which is in a form compatible With a standard language

and used. The invention may be embodied as templates
recorded as signals on a computer readable medium Which
can then be imported into a computer program as it is

query, and extracting at least said expression and vari
ables contained in said expression,
means for placing said expression and variables contained

developed or run and may be included in a program on a

computer readable medium for performing modeling by a

computer.

in said expression into an intermediate form corre

While the invention has been described in terms of a

single preferred embodiment, those skilled in the art Will
recogniZe that the invention can be practiced With modi?
cation Within the spirit and scope of the appended claims.

sponding to an embedded standard language query in
20

a representation of said expression in said intermediate

Having thus described our invention, What We claim as
neW and desire to secure by Letters Patent is as folloWs:

1. A computer-implemented method for dynamically
evaluating expressions in a modeling application in a lan
guage for development of a modeling application, said

form,
25

a standard language evaluation engine for evaluating said
standard language query.

representing an expression and de?nitions of variables
associated With said expression in a syntax compatible
30

said expression, Wherein said step of representing said
expression comprises a plurality of statements, Wherein

language evaluation engine is an SQL engine.

of said statements contains a name of a result of said
35

expression into an intermediate form includes a template.

13. A computer readable medium having computer read
40

form betWeen said syntax and a query in said standard

language, said pattern having a form corresponding to
an embedded standard language query for said lan

guage for development of a modeling application,
placing data into the embedded standard language query
including said expression and de?nitions of variables,

45

evaluating said expression containing said data.

Wherein one of said statements contains said expres
sion, another of said statements contains a name of a

2. The method as recited in claim 1, Wherein said repre
50

3. The method as recited in claim 1 Wherein said embed

55

guage query template.

language, said pattern having a form corresponding to

de?ned standard language query template is a standard

an embedded standard language query for said lan

query language (SQL) template.
ating step is performed by an SQL engine.
7. The method as recited in claim 1, Wherein said evalu

ating step is performed by a standard language evaluation

engine.
8. The method as recited in claim 1, Wherein said detect

ing step is performed by parsing said modeling application.

placing said expression and de?nitions of variables into a
pattern to represent said expression in an intermediate
form betWeen said syntax and a query in said standard

5. The method as recited in claim 4, Wherein said pre

6. The method as recited in claim 5, Wherein said evalu

result of said expression, and remaining statements
de?ne variables contained in said expression,

detecting said representation of said expression and
extracting said expression and de?nition of variables,

ded standard language query comprises an SQL query.
4. The method as recited in claim 1, Wherein said inter
mediate form corresponds to a pre-de?ned standard lan

able instructions recorded thereon Wherein said instructions
recorded thereon include a representation of an expression
and de?nitions of variables associated With said expression
in a syntax compatible With a standard language thereon and
a modeling application Which, When run on a computer,
cause the computer to perform steps of

Wherein said representation of said expression and de?
nitions of variables comprises a plurality of statements,

and

senting step includes conversion of the expression from said
language for development of a modeling application.

11. Apparatus as recited in claim 9, Wherein said means
for detecting is a parser.
12. Apparatus as recited on claim 9, Wherein said means

for placing said expression and variables contained in said

detecting said representation of said expression and
extracting said expression and de?nition of variables,
placing said expression and de?nitions of variables into a
pattern to represent said expression in an intermediate

10. Apparatus as recited in claim 9, Wherein said standard

language is standard query language and said standard

one of said statements contains said expression, another

expression, and remaining statements de?ne variables
contained in said expression,

means for substituting said quantitative values for vari
ables in said representation of said expression in said
intermediate form to develop a standard language
query, and

method comprising steps of
With a standard language to form a representation of

said language for development of a modeling applica
tion, said embedded standard language query forming
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guage for development of a modeling application,
placing data into the embedded standard language query
including said expression and de?nitions of variables,
and

evaluating said expression containing said data.

